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Cabinet 

Minute of Decision 

This document contains information for the New Zealand Cabinet. It must be treated in confidence and 
handled in accordance with any security classification, or other endorsement. The information can only be 
released, including under the Official Information Act 1982, by persons with the appropriate authority.

Tiwai Aluminium Smelter Negotiating Mandate

Portfolios Finance / Energy and Resources / Environment

On 16 November 2020, Cabinet:

1 noted that New Zealand Aluminium Smelters Limited (NZAS), the owner of the Tiwai 
aluminium smelter, has given notice to terminate its electricity price agreement with 
Meridian Energy Ltd (Meridian) and indicated an intention to cease operations as of 
31 August 2021; 

2 noted that closure of the smelter would have significant short-term impacts on the 
Southland economy and the electricity sector and crystallise existing environmental 
remediation concerns;

3 noted that Meridian has offered NZAS a new pricing agreement including significant price 
reductions that would run until August 2024 (the Meridian deal);

4 noted that NZAS also wants to negotiate transmission price relief (as it argues the Meridian 
deal alone is insufficient) and has been discussing this directly with government as 
Transpower is required to calculate NZAS’ charges in accordance with the Transmission 
Pricing Methodology and cannot negotiate a price reduction with NZAS;

5 noted that the government has publicly indicated an intention to negotiate to keep the 
smelter operating for another three to five years if satisfactory workforce commitments and 
site remediation bottom lines are achieved;

6 noted that the government’s commercial advisors have concluded that the Meridian deal on 
its own is sufficiently generous to make it relatively unlikely that NZAS will close in 
August 2021, 

7 noted that the benefits of any government deal are only incremental to those generated by 
the Meridian deal and are limited to increased certainty of delayed closure and any 
environmental remediation enhancements secured;

8 noted that the Minister of Finance, Minister of Energy and Resources, and Minister for the 
Environment (Joint Ministers), intend to negotiate an agreement for a delayed closure of the 
Tiwai aluminium smelter that includes conditions which meet or exceed the following 
requirements: 

8.1 during the Operational Period, NZAS will commit to maintain no less than the 
following number of full-time equivalent employees under normal operating 
conditions: 

8.1.1
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8.1.2

8.1.3

8.1.4

8.2 the Closure Plan must include provisions detailing steps by which employees would 
be offered support to reskill for potential transition to working in new industries; 

8.3 the deal must include commitments to specific actions to remediate individual 
sources of contamination or mechanisms to increase certainty that Rio Tinto will 
carry out site remediation (e.g. funds set aside for remediation in an manner that 
provides sufficient certainty that those funds will be used for the specified purpose, 
parental guarantee);

8.4 remission of transmission charges to apply from 31 August 2021 for a period to 
match the duration of the Meridian deal;

9 noted that Joint Ministers will return to Cabinet for approval of any deal that can be 
negotiated that meets these requirements;

10 noted that the Minister for the Environment will request information from Environment 
Southland (and Invercargill City Council) on their plans to investigate activities at Tiwai 
Point;

11 authorised the Joint Ministers, along with the Prime Minister and the Minister for 
Economic and Regional Development to have Power to Act to conclude a deal if that is 
necessary in advance of further Cabinet consideration, including the ability to enter into any 
legal documentation necessary to execute a transaction, to establish or amend appropriations
to cover any Crown costs incurred as part of the deal, and consider Treaty obligations;

12 approved the following changes to appropriations to provide for the Tiwai Aluminium 
Smelter negotiations, with a corresponding impact on the operating balance and net core 
Crown debt:

$m – increase/(decrease)

Vote Finance

Minister of Finance for Portfolio 
Finance

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 &
Outyears

Multi-Year Multi-Category 
Appropriation

Expenses and Capital Expenditure:

Policy Advice and Financial Services 
MCA

Departmental Output Expense:

Policy Advice
  (funded by revenue Crown)

2.300 - - - -

13 agreed that the changes to appropriations for 2020/21 in paragraph 12 above be included in 
the 2020/21 Supplementary Estimates and that, in the interim, the increase be met from 
Imprest Supply;

14 agreed that the expenses incurred under paragraph 12 above be charged against the 
between-Budget contingency established as part of Budget 2021;
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15 invited the Minister for the Environment to report back to Cabinet on:

15.1 other instances of Crown funding towards the clean-up of hazardous or contaminated
sites;

15.2 the legislative frameworks for liability for hazardous or contaminated sites in other 
jurisdictions; and

15.3 options for legislative changes to address environmental liability from insolvent 
commercial activities;

16 directed officials to report to joint Ministers on options for proceeding if negotiators are 
unable to secure agreement on acceptable terms.

Michael Webster
Secretary of the Cabinet
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